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A Luxury Bathroom Brand

A Premium Bathroom Brand

It pays tribute to the fine traditions of exquisite craftsmanship
and precision where design, technology and talent combine
to deliver a masterpiece. Artize products are crafted for
luxurious bath spaces. Perfect harmony is the very essence
of Artize either together as coordinates or even as individual
pieces. Artize exquisite craftsmanship is so stunning that they
can inspire the design principles of not just your bath spaces
but of your entire living spaces.

A leading global super brand known for its excellence
in innovation and technology. The highest build
standards combine with the most beautifully designed
aesthetics to provide world-class products for tough
conditions. With a superb blend of ergonomic shapes,
contemporary styles and meticulous finish, Jaquar
continues to enthrall millions of hearts across the
world with its wide range of concepts and products.

Jaquar World London is a true Experience Centre
Offering the complete bathroom solution under one roof. The state of
the art showroom features globally acclaimed, award winning designs in
taps, showers, shower enclosures, sanitary ware and wellness products;
specified for many of the world’s most restigious private and public sector
developments, hotels and homes.

Fulham High Street | London

Design....
Jaquar Group designs are the perfect synthesis of form and function.
At Jaquar Group, product designs meet global parameters of ergonomics, finish,
material, safety, environmental impact and functionality. Jaquar products, designed
by globally renowned designers, dominate millions of hearts across the world.
With a strong Research and Development Department that employs cutting-edge
processes and equipment, our designers have the best of what modern technology has
to offer. Such innovations, combined with probably the best brains in the industry and
stringent quality checks of international standards, ensure an end product that is h
 igh in
both, functionality and aesthetic appeal.

AWARD

AWARD
AWARD

AWARD

AWARD

AWARD

TA I LWAT E R
TAPS & CERAMICS

Tailwater is a striking and iconic piece of bathroom fitting –
a new, minimalist design classic. A zoomorphic, abstract
image of a bird, perched on the edge of a pool, it is a
beautifully engineered piece of industrial design. The
Tailwater basin, with its combination of style and function
has its own distinctive style and a perfect partner for the tap
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TA I LWAT ER

Single Lever Basin Mixer without Popup Waste,
with 375mm Long Braided Hoses
TWR-CHR-75011B
Chrome
£502

TWR-ACR-75011B
Antique Copper
£804

TWR-ABR-75011B
Antique Bronze
£804

TWR-BLM-75011B
Black Matt
£654

TWR-SSF-75011B
Stainless Steel
£804

Table Top Wash Basin
Size: 690 x 137 x 475mm
TWS-WHT-75931
£489

To see Tailwater and Claudia Danelon, its designer,
explain how the beauty of nature, with all its
free forms has combined with the technological
excellence of Artize from Jaquar Group to produce
the iconic – Go to Tailwater on You Tube
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TIAARA
TA P S , VA LV E S & C E R A M I C S

Tiaara is like jewellery for the bathroom. A unique
combination of effortless fuctionality within a stunning
form. Designed like a piece of jewellery with echoing ovals,
Tiaara is a tap that brings a unique sculptural quality
to a commonplace function and elevates its usage into a
memorable experience.
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T I A A R A

Single Lever Basin Mixer without Popup Waste,
with 375mm Long Braided Hoses
TIA-CHR-73011B
Chrome
£762

TIA-ACR-73011B
Antique Copper
£1,219

TIA-ABR-73011B
Antique Bronze
£1,219

TIA-BLM-73011B
Black Matt
£990

TIA-SSF-73011B
Stainless Steel
£1,219

Table Top Wash Basin
Size: 715 x 150 x 465mm
TIS-WHT-73931
£489

Conceived by inspirational designer Michael Foley
as, in essence, a piece of Jewellery, Tiaara is a
unique celebration of craftsmanship in metal.
To see the full beauty of the product and the way
in which the aesthetic translates to an entire
bathroom, go to You Tube
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TI AAR A

Bath Spout with Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-73429
Chrome
£220

Bath Spout with Diverter & Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-73463
Chrome
£248
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T I A A R A

9

TI AAR A

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 2-Way Diverter
TIA-CHR-73681N
Chrome
£449

TIA-ACR-73681N
Antique Copper
£629

TIA-ABR-73681N
Antique Bronze
£629

TIA-BLM-73681N
Black Matt
£539

TIA-SSF-73681N
Stainless Steel
£629

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 3-Way Diverter
TIA-CHR-73683N
Chrome
£464

TIA-ACR-73683N
Antique Copper
£651

TIA-ABR-73683N
Antique Bronze
£651
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TIA-BLM-73683N
Black Matt
£557

TIA-SSF-73683N
Stainless Steel
£651

T I A A R A

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 4-Way Diverter
TIA-CHR-73685N
Chrome
£509

TIA-ACR-73685N
Antique Copper
£714

TIA-ABR-73685N
Antique Bronze
£714

TIA-BLM-73685N
Black Matt
£611

TIA-SSF-73685N
Stainless Steel
£714

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 5-Way Diverter
TIA-CHR-73687N
Chrome
£526

TIA-ACR-73687N
Antique Copper
£737

TIA-ABR-73687N
Antique Bronze
£737

TIA-BLM-73687N
Black Matt
£630

TIA-SSF-73687N
Stainless Steel
£737
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LINEA
TAPS & CERAMICS

Straight, clean lines. Contemporary rectangular
styling that has graceful and swift movement
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LI N E A

Single Lever Basin Mixer without Popup Waste,
with 375mm Long Braided Hoses
LIN-CHR-71011B
Chrome
£461

LIN-ACR-71011B
Antique Copper
£738

LIN-ABR-71011B
Antique Bronze
£738

LIN-BLM-71011B
Black Matt
£599

LIN-SSF-71011B
Stainless Steel
£738

Table Top Basin
Size: 640 x 160 x 460mm
LIS-WHT-71931
£669

The beauty of Linea is expressed in a design approach
which maxes minimalism to produce the exquisitely
beautiful. Recognised as ground breaking, Linea has won
many prestigious product design awards. To see why
Linea has received so many accolades go to You Tube
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LI N E A

Bath Filler
LIN-CHR-71195
Chrome
£719

In-Wall Diverter for Bath & Shower
with Built-In Non-Return Valves
LIN-CHR-71065
Chrome
£430

Wall Hung WC with UF Seat Cover,
Hinges, Accessories Set
Size: 365 x 530 x 345mm
LIS-WHT-71951BIUF
£850
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LI N E A
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LI N E A

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 2-Way Diverter
LIN-CHR-71681N
Chrome
£552

LIN-ACR-71681N
Antique Copper
£773

LIN-ABR-71681N
Antique Bronze
£773

LIN-BLM-71681N
Black Matt
£662

LIN-SSF-71681N
Stainless Steel
£773

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 3-Way Diverter
LIN-CHR-71683N
Chrome
£571

LIN-ACR-71683N
Antique Copper
£800

LIN-ABR-71683N
Antique Bronze
£800
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LIN-BLM-71683N
Black Matt
£686

LIN-SSF-71683N
Stainless Steel
£800

LI N E A

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 4-Way Diverter
LIN-CHR-71685N
Chrome
£629

LIN-ACR-71685N
Antique Copper
£881

LIN-ABR-71685N
Antique Bronze
£881

LIN-BLM-71685N
Black Matt
£755

LIN-SSF-71685N
Stainless Steel
£881

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 5-Way Diverter
LIN-CHR-71687N
Chrome
£647

LIN-ACR-71687N
Antique Copper
£906

LIN-ABR-71687N
Antique Bronze
£906

LIN-BLM-71687N
Black Matt
£777

LIN-SSF-71687N
Stainless Steel
£906
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CONFLUENCE
T A P S , S T E P FA L L S & C E R A M I C S

Quiet and harmony envelop the space around Confluence, a biomorphic design, and
zen mystery of natural inspiration. Like a reed of bamboo that channels water from
rivers and brooks to pour into a gentle private stream, it calms and relaxes.
The calming effect of naturally falling water has been replicated in confluence
ceramics to bring one of mankind’s most natural experiences of engaing with water
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CONFLUENCE

Single Lever Basin Mixer without Popup Waste,
with 375mm Long Braided Hoses
CNF-CHR-69011B
Chrome
£434

Single Lever High Neck Basin Mixer without
Popup Waste, with 600mm Long Braided Hoses
CNF-CHR-69009B
Chrome
£490

Confluence takes its inspiration from the natural beauty of bamboo to
produce biomorphic design. Using engineering excellence, it’s as though
water is being channelled from brooks and streams via one feather
light control and a perfectly angled spout. To see how confluence unites
design, technology and talent to produce the beautiful, go to You Tube
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CONFLUENCE

Joystick In-Wall Basin Mixer
CNF-CHR-69233
Chrome
£393

In-Wall Body of Joystick Diverter
for Bath & Shower
CNF-CHR-69065C
£121
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CONFLUENCE

Exposed Part Kit of Joystick In-Wall Diverter
consisting of Built-In Bath Filler with Adjustable
Wall Flange
(Suitable for item CNF-69065C)
CNF-CHR-69065K
Chrome
£538

Overhead Shower
Gentle Step-Fall that combines
Foam and Cascade Flows
CNF-CHR-69859
Chrome
£367
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LEXA
TAPS, SHOWERS & CERAMICS

Tapered angles, and graceful curves. Geometric precision,
flowing into a chiseled edge. Lexa is a beautiful contradiction
of sharp, modern lines and classic arches. Its joystick rotates
360˚ at the touch of a fingertip, making it a delighty to use.
The basin blends the timeless with the contemporary in its
carefully crafted.
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LE XA

Joystick Basin Mixer without Popup Waste, with
375mm Long Braided Hoses
LEX-CHR-67011B
Chrome
£280

Joystick Extended Basin Mixer without Popup
Waste, with 375mm Long Braided Hoses
LEX-CHR-67023B
Chrome
£309

Lexa is the true expression of craftsmanship in water.
Combining a joystick which rotates through 360 degrees
for precise control with the beauty of a mirror finish and InWall solid brass components to let silvery water cascade into
your bathroom from its rectangular form. To see how Lexa will
enhance your bathroom go to You Tube
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L E X A

Joystick High Neck Basin Mixer
(100mm Extension Body) without Popup
Waste, with 600mm Long Braided Hoses
LEX-CHR-67009B
Chrome
£268

Joystick In-Wall Basin Mixer
LEX-CHR-67233
Chrome
£212

In-Wall Body of Joystick Diverter
for Bath & Shower
LEX-CHR-67075C
£385
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LE XA

Exposed Part Kit of Joystick In-Wall Diverter
consisting of Built-In Bath Filler
with Adjustable Wall Flange
(Suitable for item LEX-67075C)
LEX-CHR-67075K
Chrome
£381

Exposed Part Kit of Joystick
3-in-1 In-Wall Diverter consisting of Built-In
Bath Filler with Adjustable Wall Flange &
Button Attachment on Spout for Diversion to
Hand Shower (Suitable for item LEX-67075C)
LEX-CHR-67283K
Chrome
£412

Overhead Shower with Cascade flow
LEX-CHR-67859
Chrome
£208
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LEBLANC
TAPS & SHOWERS

A timeless shape and stunning workmanship.
A tribute to the beauty of the perfect cube, Le blanc explores
the shape in its different forms. Here the logic of perfect
dimensions blends superbly with artistic vision to give your
bathroom an unmatched ambience. It brings a distinctly
modern accent into your contemporary bathroom, and has a
gleaming chrome finish for a truly flawless look
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LE B LA N C

Leblanc Single Lever Basin Mixer without Popup
Waste, with 375mm Long Braided Hoses
LEB-CHR-45011B
Chrome
£333

Leblanc Single Lever High Neck Basin Mixer
without Popup Waste, with 600mm Long
Braided Hoses
LEB-CHR-45009B
Chrome
£583
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L E B L AN C

Leblanc Single Lever In-Wall Basin Mixer
LEB-CHR-45233
Chrome
£422

Leblanc Single Lever Exposed Shower
Mixer with Shower Pipe but without
Overhead Shower
LEB-CHR-45159
Chrome
£2,639
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LE B LA N C

Leblanc 3-Hole Bath & Shower Mixer,
Deck Mounted
LEB-CHR-45277
Chrome
£691

Leblanc Floor Mounted Single Lever Bath Mixer
with Provision for Hand Shower (without Hand
Shower and Hose)
LEB-CHR-45121
Chrome
£2,947
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L E B L AN C

Leblanc Single Lever Bidet Mixer
with Popup Waste & 375mm
Long Braided Hoses
LEB-CHR-45213B
Chrome
£355

Leblanc Angle Valve With Wall Flange
LEB-CHR-45053
Chrome
£45
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LE B LA N C

Leblanc Bath Spout with Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-45429
Chrome
£216

Leblanc Bath Spout with Diverter & Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-45463
Chrome
£231
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TRAVINA
TA P S & VA LV E S

Strong geometric lines help Travina stand head and
shoulders above conventional tap design. Precise
curves make the shape an elegant, imposing form.
Its patented design allows the mixing of hot and
cold water merely from the rotation of the body.
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T R AV I N A

Travina Single Lever Basin Mixer with Swivel
Spout without Popup Waste System, with
375mm Long Braided Hoses
TRA-CHR-57011B
Chrome
£323

Travina Single Lever High Neck Basin Mixer
with Swivel Spout without Popup Waste, with
600mm Long Braided Hoses
TRA-CHR-57009B
Chrome
£358
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TRAVI N A

Travina Single Lever In-Wall Basin Mixer
TRA-CHR-57233N
Chrome
£387

Travina Single Lever In-wall Diverter
for Bath & Shower Mixer
TRA-CHR-57065
Chrome
£288
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T R AV I N A

Travina Single Lever In-wall
Manual Shower Valve
TRA-CHR-57139
£193

Travina Single Lever Bath & Shower Mixer,
Wall Mounted
TRA-CHR-57119
£477
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TRAVI N A

Travina 3-Hole Bath & Shower Mixer
Deck Mounted
TRA-CHR-57277
Chrome
£629

Travina Floor Mounted Single Lever
Bath Mixer with Swivel Spout &
Provision for Hand Shower (without
Hand Shower and Hose)
TRA-CHR-57121
Chrome
£2,022
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T R AV I N A

Travina Bath Spout with Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-57429
£198

Travina Bath Spout with Diverter & Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-57463
£220
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CELLINI
TA P S , VA LV E S & C E R A M I C S

The flat, graceful, swanlike curve of Cellini makes a stunning
impression. Contemporary and stylish, it is an elegant
highlight that speaks of taste and refinement.
The organic, almost liquid flow of the design makes Cellini a
piece of art. Stately, and graceful, its design is almost poetic
in its simplicity.
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C E LLI N I

Monoblock Basin Mixer without Popup Waste,
with 375mm Long Braided Hoses
CEL-CHR-47167B
Chrome
£143

3 Hole Basin Mixer without Popup Waste
CEL-CHR-47189
Chrome
£172
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CE L L I N I

3 Hole In-Wall Basin Mixer
CEL-CHR-47433
Chrome
£180

2-Way Diverter with Hot & Cold
In-Wall Stop Valves and Built-In
Non Return Valves
CEL-CHR-47427
Chrome
£203

Bath and Shower Mixer with provision
for Overhead Shower with 115mm
Long Bend Pipe on upper side
CEL-CHR-47273UPR
Chrome
£229
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C E LLI N I

Bath & Shower Mixer
with provision for connection to Exposed
Shower Pipe (SHA-1211), Wall Mounted
CEL-CHR-47217
Chrome
£213

4-Hole Bath & Shower Mixer
Deck Mounted
CEL-CHR-47277
Chrome
£282

Angle Valve With Wall Flange
CEL-CHR-47053
Chrome
£36
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CE L L I N I

In-Wall Stop Valve with Adjustable
Wall Flange, Size 15mm
CEL-CHR-47083
Chrome
£45

In-Wall Stop Valve with Adjustable
Wall Flange, Size 20mm
CEL-CHR-47089
Chrome
£46

Bath Spout with Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-47429
Chrome
£63
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C E LLI N I

Bath Spout with Diverter & Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-47463
Chrome
£77

Wall Hung Basin with Fixing Accessories,
Size: 650 x 480 x 190mm
CLS-WHT-47801
£424

Wall hung WC with UF Seat
Cover, Hinges, Accessories Set
Size: 350 x 510 x 340mm
CLS-WHT-47951BIUF
£654
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KAVALIER-J
TA P S , VA LV E S & C E R A M I C S

The sculpted beauty of Kavalier taps seldom fails to impress.
Its slim, clean lines are a study in minimalism, and the form in
design is perfectly offset by a futuristic joystick lever.
Kavalier’s ceramic complex curves weave soft, organic
forms that coordinate perfectly with the progressive design
sensibility of Kavalier taps too.
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K AVA LI E R- J

Joystick Basin Mixer without Popup Waste, with
375mm Long Braided Hoses
KAV-CHR-49011JB
Chrome
£161

Also available with Popup Waste
KAV-CHR-49051JB
Chrome
£184

Joystick 3-Hole Bath
& Shower Mixer, Deck Mounted
KAV-CHR-49277J
Chrome
£396
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KAVAL I E R - J

Joystick High Neck Basin Mixer
(180mm Extension Body) without Popup
Waste, with 600mm Long Braided Hoses
KAV-CHR-49009JB
Chrome
£249

Joystick In-Wall Basin Mixer
KAV-CHR-49233JN
Chrome
£213
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K AVA LI E R- J

Joystick Bath & Shower Mixer,
Wall Mounted
KAV-CHR-49119J
Chrome
£233

Joystick In-Wall Diverter
for Bath & Shower
KAV-CHR-49055J
Chrome
£141
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KAVAL I E R - J

Bath Spout with Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-49429
Chrome
£89

Bath Spout with Diverter & Wall Flange
SPT-CHR-49463
Chrome
£116
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K AVA LI E R- J

Table Top Basin
Size: 710 x 460 x 180mm
KAS-WHT-49931
£561

Table Top Basin
Size: 710 x 460 x 180mm
KAS-WHT-49901
£565

Wall Hung WC with Seat Cover,
Hinges , Accessories Set,
Size: 410 x 550 x 370mm
KAS-WHT-49951UF
£843
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SIGNAC
CERAMICS

A design to be treasured, Signac is a blend of soft curve and
sharp detail. The sculpted oval shape is made to be admired.
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S I G N AC

Wall Hung Wash Basin with Fixing Accessories
Set, Size: 800 x 500 x 160mm
SGS-WHT-41803
£563

Wall Hung Wash Basin with Fixing Accessories
Set, Size: 1000 x 520 x 160mm
SGS-WHT-41805
£641

Rimless Wall hung WC
with UF Quick Release Slim Seat Cover,
Hinges and Accessories Set, Flushing 4.5 ltr
Size: 365 x 560 x 340mm

Back to Wall WC with UF
Quick Release Slim Seat Cover, Hinges
and Accessories Set, Rimless, Flushing 4.5 ltr
Size: 365 x 560 x 420mm

SGS-WHT-41953BIUFSM
£904

SGS-WHT-41955P180UFSM
£1,112
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SANITARYWARE
CERAMICS

Artize ceramics are pieces of art, combining graceful curves
and the contemporary stylish to produce products that
speak of taste and refinement. Featured designs include the
Cellini, adopting an organic almost liquid approach to produce
simplicity of style…or the Signac with its admired oval
sculpted shape…and the Artize Designer, featuring a stunning
design aesthetic, to produce a focal point for the room
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SA N I T A R Y W A R E

Table Top Basin
Size: 400 x 400 x 150mm
ADS-WBF-64901
£892

Table Top Basin
Size: 633 x 453 x 148mm
ADS-MBT-64913
£1,406
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SA N I T A R Y W A R E

Table Top Basin
Size: 720 x 370 x 130mm
ADS-WHT-64917
£777

Wall Hung Basin with Fixing Accessories
Size: 700 x 475 x 350mm
ADS-WHT-64801
£929

Wall Hung Basin with Fixing Accessories
Size: 750 x 450 x 190mm
ADS-WHT-64803
£511
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SA N I T A R Y W A R E

Thin Rim Table Top Basin
Size: 500 x 444 x 145mm
ADS-WHT-64905
£493

Thin Rim Table Top Basin
Size: 600 x 420 x 160mm
ADS-WHT-64911
£554

Thin Rim Table Top Basin
Size: 600 x 420 x 160mm
ADS-WHT-64907
£554
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DUOS
ACCESSORIES

Classic style and pleasing shapes in a range od
accessories that deliver dual levels of functionality
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D UO S

Tumbler with Towel Holder
DUO-CHR-62741
Chrome
£66

Soap Dish with Towel Holder
DUO-CHR-62731
Chrome
£68

Toilet Brush Holder with Shelf
DUO-CHR-62743
Chrome
£102
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D U O S

Single Towel Rail with Twin
Swivel Towel Holders
DUO-CHR-62711
Chrome
£110

Glass Shelf with Twin
Swivel Towel Holders
DUO-CHR-62771
Chrome
£105
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D UO S

Towel Shelf with Twin Swivel Towel Holders
DUO-CHR-62781
Chrome
£203

Toilet Roll Holder with Flap & Shelf
DUO-CHR-62753
Chrome
£64

Double Swivel Coat Hook
DUO-CHR-62761
Chrome
£33
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ONYX
ACCESSORIES

Elegantly rounded, Onyx has soft curves
that exude sophistication
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O N Y X

Tumbler Holder

Toilet Brush & Holder

ONY-CHR-59741

ONY-CHR-59743

Chrome
£54

Chrome
£78

Soap Dish
ONY-CHR-59731
Chrome
£58
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O N Y X

Towel Shelf 600mm Long
with Lower Hanger
ONY-CHR-59781
Chrome
£201

Towel Rail 600mm Long
ONY-CHR-59711
Chrome
£96

Twin Towel Rail 600mm Long
ONY-CHR-59713
Chrome
£127

Stainless Steel Shelf
ONY-CHR-59775
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Chrome
£150

O N Y X

Toilet Paper Holder with Cover
ONY-CHR-59757
Chrome
£70

Single Robe Hook
ONY-CHR-59791
Chrome
£26

Towel Holder
ONY-CHR-59723
Chrome
£45
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QUADRA
ACCESSORIES

Strong lines and a bold finish ensure that
Quadra is minimalist yet hugely appealing
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Q UA D RA

Tumbler Holder

Toilet Brush & Holder

QUA-CHR-61741

QUA-CHR-61743

Chrome
£32

Chrome
£58

Soap Dish
QUA-CHR-61731
Chrome
£32
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QUADR A

Towel Rail 600mm Long
QUA-CHR-61711
Chrome
£71

Twin Towel Rail 600mm Long
QUA-CHR-61713
Chrome
£113

Towel Shelf 600mm Long
with Lower Hanger
QUA-CHR-61781
Chrome
£265

Stainless Steel Shelf
QUA-CHR-61775
Chrome
£114
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Q UA D RA

Toilet Paper Holder with Lid

Spare Toilet Paper Holder

QUA-CHR-61753

QUA-CHR-61755

Chrome
£37

Chrome
£36

Double Robe Hook
QUA-CHR-61761
Chrome
£20

Towel Holder
QUA-CHR-61723
Chrome
£33
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T H E R M AT I K
T H E R M O S TAT I C
S H O W E R VA LV E S

The perfect temperature.
No variations, or sudden
changes. Warm to the
precise degree you want it
to be. Thermatik controllers
feature integrated shutoff valves and concealed
thermostats to keep the
temperature evenly perfect

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 2-Way Diverter
THK-CHR-691N
Chrome
£367

THK-ACR-691N
Antique Copper
£515

THK-ABR-691N
Antique Bronze
£515
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THK-BLM-691N
Black Matt
£441

THK-SSF-691N
Stainless Steel
£515

T HE R M ATI K

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 3-Way Diverter

THK-ACR-693N
Antique Copper
£533

THK-BLM-693N
Black Matt
£457

THK-CHR-693N
Chrome
£381

THK-ABR-693N
Antique Bronze
£533

THK-SSF-693N
Stainless Steel
£533

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 4-Way Diverter
THK-CHR-695N
Chrome
£422

THK-ACR-695N
Antique Copper
£590

THK-ABR-695N
Antique Bronze
£590

THK-BLM-695N
Black Matt
£506

THK-SSF-695N
Stainless Steel
£590

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 5-Way Diverter

THK-ACR-697N
Antique Copper
£605

THK-BLM-697N
Black Matt
£519

THK-CHR-697N
Chrome
£431

THK-ABR-697N
Antique Bronze
£605

THK-SSF-697N
Stainless Steel
£605
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THER M AT I K -R

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 2-Way Diverter
THK-CHR-681N
Chrome
£357

THK-ACR-681N
Antique Copper
£500

THK-ABR-681N
Antique Bronze
£500

THK-BLM-681N
Black Matt
£428

THK-SSF-681N
Stainless Steel
£500

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 3-Way Diverter
THK-CHR-683N
Chrome
£370

THK-ACR-683N
Antique Copper
£519

THK-ABR-683N
Antique Bronze
£519
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THK-BLM-683N
Black Matt
£444

THK-SSF-683N
Stainless Steel
£519

T HE R M AT IK- R

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 4-Way Diverter
THK-CHR-685N
Chrome
£411

THK-ACR-685N
Antique Copper
£576

THK-ABR-685N
Antique Bronze
£576

THK-BLM-685N
Black Matt
£493

THK-SSF-685N
Stainless Steel
£576

In-Wall Thermostatic Shower Valve
with 5-Way Diverter
THK-CHR-687N
Chrome
£422

THK-ACR-687N
Antique Copper
£590

THK-ABR-687N
Antique Bronze
£590

THK-BLM-687N
Black Matt
£506

THK-SSF-687N
Stainless Steel
£590
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TOUCH
TECHNOLOGY

SHOWERTRONIC
TEMPARTURE AND FLOW
AS YOU LIKE IT...
How does Artize ShowerTronic do a better, more
precise, more reliable job of giving you water at the
temperature you desire? The answer lies in the advance
technology behind the beautiful, simple waterproof
itouch interface - a perfect balance between functional
simplicity and technical complexity
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Showertronic iV6
- Thermostatic Mixer -CPU iV6/6 OUT
- Digital Interface –itouch
- Power Supply System
- Touchpad Cable - 3meters
- Braided Hoses - 06 Nos
- Y-Strainer 20mm - 02 Nos
- Control Cock 20mm - 02 Nos
- N.R.V. Set - 04 Nos
- Filter - 08 Nos
- SS Installation Box - 01 Nos
STC-CHR-70000
£5,134

Artize ShowerTronic
is a touch based, intelligent
water mixer system, which
automatically maintains the water
temperature and flow rate during
showering. It comes with a host
of features designed to deliver
the ultimate showering
experience.

Showertronic iV2
- Thermostatic Mixer -CPU iV2/2 OUT
- Digital Interface –itouch
- Power Supply System
- Touchpad Cable - 3meters
- Braided Hoses - 06 Nos
- Y-Strainer 20mm - 02 Nos
- Control Cock 20mm - 02 Nos
- N.R.V. Set - 04 Nos
- Filter - 08 Nos
- SS Installation Box - 01 Nos
STC-CHR-70683
£3,301

Showertronic – It’s time to
change the way you shower. The
intelligent, electronic, thermostatic
and flowstatic system allows you
to choose your showering mode
via a slim touchpad. Temperature
and water flow are then maintained
throughout your shower, precisely
to your preference.
To see why Showertronic has been
haled as a revolution in showering,
please go to You Tube
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S HO W E R S

SHOWERS
SHOWERS &
HANDSETS
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S HO W E R S

Rainjoy Shower 370 x 250mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Chrome finish with
Installation Kit for false ceiling
- 2-functions:
- Rain
- 2 x Mist
OSA-CHR-70001
Chrome
£616

Rainjoy Shower 480 x 330mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Chrome finish with
Installation Kit for false ceiling
- 2-functions:
- Rain
- 4 x Mist
OSA-CHR-70003
Chrome
£914

Rainjoy Shower 480 x 330mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Chrome finish with
Installation Kit for false ceiling
- 2-functions:
- Rain
- 4 x Mist (Compatible with iV6)
OSA-CHR-70003iV6
Chrome
£914
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S HO W E R S

Rainjoy Shower 480 x 330mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Chrome finish with
Installation Kit for false ceiling
- 2-functions:
- Rain
- Waterfall
OSA-CHR-70013
Chrome
£914

Tiaara Rainjoy 600 x 350mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Chrome finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control & with
Installation Kit for false ceiling
-C
 hromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 2-functions:
- Rain
- 4 x Mist
TIA-CHR-73859
Chrome
£2,594
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Rainjoy Shower 600 x 472mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Chrome finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control &
with Installation Kit for false ceiling
- Chromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 3-functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- 4 x Mist
OSA-CHR-70005
Chrome
£3,183

Rainjoy Shower 600 x 472mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Chrome finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control &
with Installation Kit for false ceiling
- Chromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 3-functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- 4 x Mist (Compatible with iV6)
OSA-CHR-70005iV6
Chrome
£3,183
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Rainjoy Shower 600 x 472mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Chrome finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control &
with Installation Kit for false ceiling
-C
 hromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 3-functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- Water Column
OSA-CHR-70007
Chrome
£3,028

Rainjoy Shower 600 x 472mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Chrome finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control & with
Installation Kit for false ceiling
-C
 hromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 3-functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- 2 x Waterfall
OSA-CHR-70009
Chrome
£3,102
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Rainjoy Shower 1000 x 750mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Polished finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control &
with Installation Kit for false ceiling
- Chromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 4-functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- Waterfall
- Water Column
OSA-STL-70011
Stainless Steel
£5,560

Rainjoy Shower 1000 x 750mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Polished finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control &
with Installation Kit for false ceiling
- Chromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 4-functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- Waterfall
- 6 x Mist
OSA-STL-70015
Stainless Steel
£5,560
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Rainjoy Shower 1000X750mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Polished finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control &
with Installation Kit for false ceiling
-C
 hromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 4-functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- Waterfall
- 6 x Mist (Compatible with iV6)
OSA-STL-70015iV6
Stainless Steel
£5,560

Overhead Shower Single Function
350 x 350mm Round Edge Square Head
Overhead Shower, Chrome
OSA-CHR-70049
Chrome
£325
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Overhead Shower Single Function
400 x 400mm Round Edge Square Head
Overhead Shower, Chrome
OSA-CHR-70051
Chrome
£377

Rainjoy+ Shower 500 x 500mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Polished Chrome finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control & with
Installation Kit for false ceiling
- Chromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 4-functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- Bold Massage
- 4 x Mist
OSA-CHR-70021
Chrome
£3,138
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Rainjoy+ Shower 704 x 434mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Polished Chrome finish
with RGB LED Lights Remote Control &
with Installation Kit for false ceiling
-C
 hromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
-4
 -functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- Bold Massage
- 2 x Mist
OSA-CHR-70023
Chrome
£3,068

Rainjoy+ Shower 704 x 434mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Polished Chrome finish
with RGB LED Lights Remote Control &
with Installation Kit for false ceiling
-C
 hromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
-4
 -functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- Bold Massage
- 2 x Mist (Compatible with iV6)
OSA-CHR-70023iV6
Chrome
£3,068
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Rainjoy+ Shower 500 x 500mm AISI 304
Stainless Steel in Polished Chrome finish with
RGB LED Lights Remote Control & with
Installation Kit for false ceiling
- Chromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller,
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
- 4-functions:
- Rain
- Intense
- Bold Massage
- 4 x Mist (Compatible with iV6)
OSA-CHR-70021iV6
Chrome
£3,138

Body Shower Tilting Square Bodytile
135 x 135mm, In-Wall installation
BSA-CHR-70071
Chrome
£86
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TUMBLERAIN

One of the most innovative bathing experiences ever
created: a shower that takes you back to a simpler time,
to the fond memories of being inundated with a wave of
water as the thrilling climax of the bath time ritual
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Artize Tumble Rain Shower
OSA-CHR-70061
Chrome
£629

Technology brings back a simple joy

Features:

TumbleRain has been carefully engineered to
automate the entire effort involved in bucket
baths. Simply set or mix the water temperature
to your preference and use the divertor’s on and
off controls. The high-mounted ‘bucket’ fills
automatically every few seconds and empties
itself dramatically over you.

•
•
•
•

Automated Tumbling
No water deposit
No Scaling
No Bacteria
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WELLNESS
S T E A M , SA U N A S & B AT H S

Harmony of body and mind. Wellness is a positive approach
to living that begins with a conscious decision to shape a
healthy lifestyle. The Artize range of wellness products
rejuvinates and relaxes your body. Aiming to present a
new style of bathroom design, Atrize’s Wellness products
promise an unparalleled bathing experience with the
highest quality standards that will leave you tingling fresh.
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Artize Superior Whirlpool Bath
1900 x 900mm
AWL-WHT-SUPR190X90
£8,039

W E LLN E S S

Artize Steam Cabin 120 x 120cm Serene
ASG-GRY-BOXJAQ1202
Grey
£11,936

ASG-WHT-BOXJAQ1201
White
£11,936

ASG-BRN-BOXJAQ1203
Brown
£11,936

Steam delivers water in an amazing form to rejuvenate
every part of your body, relieving stress, relaxing
muscles and joints and cleansing the skin of impurities
to give you a healthy glow. Go to Artize on You Tube to
find out how you could steam up to wellness.
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WEL L N ESS

Artize Sauna
220 x 200 x 210cm Cedar, (6-8S)-Bio
ASU-NAW-1102A220
£14,838

• Wood Finish - Cedar
• Infrared heater with carbon reflector 2.12 KW
• Tempered glass 8 mm
• Light outside
• Chromatherapy light
• Radio
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• USB connector
• MP3 player connector
• Lumbar support backrest
• Thermometer and hygrometer
• Feather touch control panel

W E LLN E S S

Artize Sauna
150 x120 x 210cm Cedar, (2-3S)-Aura
ASU-NAW-9060150
£8,442

• Wood Finish - Cedar
• Infrared heater with carbon reflector 2.12 KW
• Tempered glass 8 mm
• Light outside
• Chromatherapy light
• Radio

• USB connector
• MP3 player connector
• Lumbar support backrest
• Thermometer and hygrometer
• Feather touch control panel
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WELLNESS
S T E A M G E N E R AT O R S

Artize Steam Generator available
in 4.5Kw or 6Kw pictured
with Touch Display including
Speakers in White. See Set
options opposite.
(Also available in Black)
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SET

1

(4.5 Kw Black - to be ordered together)

S E T

2

(6 Kw Black - to be ordered together)

Artize Steam Generator - 4.5 Kw
with Instruction & Accessories

Artize Steam Generator - 6 Kw
with Instruction & Accessories

ASG-WHT-PIUVAP5004
£1,930

ASG-WHT-PIUVAP5005
£2,639

Metal Box For Display 30 x 24cm
for Artize Steam

Metal Box For Display 30 x 24cm
for Artize Steam

ASG-CHR-PIUVAP2905
£17

ASG-CHR-PIUVAP2905
£17

Touch Display 30 x 24cm with Speakers
& Chromo Therapy for Artize Steam

Touch Display 30 x 24cm with Speakers
& Chromo Therapy for Artize Steam

- 8 Kw / 6 Kw / 4.5 Kw / 3 Kw

- 8 Kw / 6 Kw / 4.5 Kw / 3 Kw

ASG-BLK-PIUVAP2804

ASG-BLK-PIUVAP2804

Black
£1,158

SET

3

Black
£1,158

(4.5 Kw White - to be ordered together)

S E T

4

(6 Kw White - to be ordered together)

Artize Steam Generator - 4.5 Kw
with Instruction & Accessories

Artize Steam Generator - 6 Kw
with Instruction & Accessories

ASG-WHT-PIUVAP5004
£1,930

ASG-WHT-PIUVAP5005
£2,639

Metal Box For Display 30 x 24cm
for Artize Steam

Metal Box For Display 30 x 24cm
for Artize Steam

ASG-CHR-PIUVAP2905
£17

ASG-CHR-PIUVAP2905
£17

Touch Display 30 x 24cm with Speakers
& Chromo Therapy for Artize Steam

Touch Display 30 x 24cm with Speakers
& Chromo Therapy for Artize Steam

- 8 Kw / 6 Kw / 4.5 Kw / 3 Kw

- 8 Kw / 6 Kw / 4.5 Kw / 3 Kw

ASG-WHT-PIUVAP2904

ASG-BLK-PIUVAP2904

White
£1,158

White
£1,158
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Complete Bathroom Destination Showroom
Brunei | Milan | Dubai | Riyadh | Kaula Lumpur | Singapore
Bangladesh | Addis Ababa | Tunisia | Moscow

Committed to helping
customers turn their customised
bathroom concepts into reality,
Jaquar World has kept a team of
well-trained design consultants,
sales and customer service
professionals ready.

Anticipating the needs of
discerning customers, these
professionals would oﬀer design
inputs and expert advice in
selection of the right products and
services that would meet their
expectations. Besides, taking care
of all the facets of installation,
service and maintenance - oﬀering
customers total peace of mind.

Jaquar World is a global destination where a customer could walk in, conceptualise one’s own bathroom concept; get
professional inputs in design and technical issues that help make one’s concepts into reality; get ﬁrst-hand experience of what
one is about to make; and ﬁnd all the relevant products and services with an unmatched customer support that goes beyond the
online or over-the-phone service, to ensure one enjoys uninterrupted bathing pleasure.
Focusing on Complete Bathroom Solutions, Jaquar World oﬀers everything one could dream of in the bathroom space through
two of its most respected global brands - Jaquar and Artize – which conform to the highest quality standards and have been
awarded several global design and excellence awards. The range includes Taps, Sanitaryware, Showers, Wellness, Shower
Enclosures, Flushing Systems, Bathtubs, Water Heaters and Bathroom Accessories.

Find us online on:

Experience Jaquar World...
Now in London | Fulham

Since 1960, the Jaquar Group and it’s über
luxury brand; Artize have defined the global
standard in aesthetics and design
for bathrooms of the highest quality.
Following from the success of nine other
global destinations, Jaquar World has
launched in London on Fulham High
Street offering…

Those seeking to conceptualise their dream
bathroom can look forward to design,
consultation and a customer service which
is unparalleled anywhere else.

The Complete Bathroom Store

The state of the art showroom features globally acclaimed,
award winning designs in taps, showers, shower
enclosures, sanitary ware and wellness products; specified
for many of the world’s most prestigious private and public
sector developments, hotels and homes.

Jaquar world London is a true experience
centre offering the complete bathroom
solution under one roof for Britain’s finest
homes and premises.

Fulham High Street | London

GLO SSARY
Adjustable Exposed Shower Pipe: An attachment
to the exposed shower mixer which allows the
showerhead to be adjusted to different heights.
Aerator: A device located in the tap spout
that mixes air with water. It is made by using a
restrictor that limits the flow of water while
increasing water pressure.
Angle Stop: The shut-off valve between the water
pipes and the tap. The inlet connects to the water
supply pipe in the wall and it angles up 90 degrees
to the tap.
Anti-Scald: A valve which monitors the
temperature of water coming out to minimise the
risk of scalding.
Basin Mixer: A basin tap that will mix hot and cold
water and deliver it through a single spout.
Bath Filler: Like a basin mixer, a bath filler will mix
hot and cold water and deliver it through a single
spout.
Bath Shower Mixer: A bath tap fixture which
incorporates a shower attachment.
Bath Tub Spout: An output device through which
water flows to fill a tub. A valve controls t he flow.
Bib Tap: A tap with a nozzle that is bent downward
and supplied with water through a horizontal inlet.
Bidet: A low height washbasin, specially designed
for washing certain parts of the body for personal
hygiene.
Body Shower: A mini-shower head that delivers
water from a vertical position in the shower. It
often targets specific areas of the body and offers
a precise therapeutic and invigorating massage.
Cartridge: A part of the valve that controls the On/
Off function and allows water to flow.
Central Hole Basin Mixer: A one-piece fitting with
two handles. Hot and cold water are mixed and
delivered through a single spout.
Ceramic Disc: Two pieces of ceramic within the
valve that open and close to allow controlover
flow volume.
Chromotherapy: A system of directing light
sequences on or around the body to promote
relaxation.
Cistern: The ceramic or plastic vessel that stores
the water necessary for flushing a toilet.
Click-Clack Waste: A fitted alternative to a plug
that you touch and click to drain the water
In-wall Cistern: A cistern that is hidden from view
behind a false wall.
In-wall Shower Mixer: A shower control hidden
within a finished wall, with only the operating lever
and wall
flange visible.
Couple Closet: A style of toilet where the cistern
attaches directly to the pan.
Deck/Table Mounted Tap: A tap that sits on the rim
of a washbasin or bath (as opposed to being wall
mounted).
Diverter Valve: A valve designed to direct, or
redirect, mixed water to a specific location.
Diverter: A shower control that will ‘divert’ the
water flow to an additional hand shower or to an
over head shower from a bath and shower mixer/
diverter.
3-lnlet Diverter: Used where a customer has 3
pipelines installed in the bathroom: Hot (Geyser),
Cold (Overhead Tank) and Fresh (direct from
Municipal Corporation/Submersible).
Dual-Flush: A cistern that offers two flushing
strengths - a full-volume flush or a half-volume
flush to save water.
Flush: A hands-free, hygienic and water saving
flush that’s perfect for both public and private
installations. It uses a beam of infrared light to
switch on and switch off the water flow.
Face/Spray Plate: A plate with holes or slots
through which water passes to form a spray with
separate, definable jets or water droplets.
Fixed Head Shower: A shower head that is fixed to
the wall with in-wall pipe work.
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Fixture: Anything that accepts or discharges water
or wastewater: taps, sinks, toilets, tubs.
Flange: Non-threaded piece that goes over the
pipe coming out of the wall and covers the hole
in the wall.
Flow Rate: Measurement of water flow through a
plumbing system in gallons per minutes (GPM) or
gallons per hour (GPH).
Flush Valve: The valve located at the bottom of
a gravity operated toilet flush tank that opens
when the trip lever is actuated and closes when
the tank has drained to the desired level. It usually
contains an overflow tube as well.
Gasket: A flat piece of fibre or rubber used to
provide a watertight seal between metal joints.
Gray Water: Wastewater from fixtures other than
toilets.
Hand Shower: A detachable shower head with an
integral handle and a flexible hose that allows the
water spray to be directed onto any part of the
body by hand.
Handle: The trim piece on the tap that turns the
stem on the cartridge.
Hi-flow Diverter: It delivers a high-flow rate to
quickly fill your bath. Ideal for use on the top floor
of buildings where there’s less water pressure.
Hard Water: Natural water containing impurities
in various proportions. Traditional hardness is a
measure of calcium, minerals or dissolved solids
in a solution, measured in parts per million. Hard
water generally ranges from 100 to 250 ppm.
Mono Block: A toilet in which the tank and bowl
are manufactured as a single vitreous china
fixture.
Typically, Mono Block toilets have a lower profile
than Couple Closet toilets.
O-Ring: A rubber washer that is round instead of
flat. Used in valve stems to create a watertight
seal.
Overhead Shower: Shower outlets which direct
water onto the user from above the head
Pillar Tap: A tap which does not allow for
temperature regulation by the user. Pillar taps are
supplied with water through a vertical inlet.
Pop-up Waste: An alternative to traditional plugs,
a pop-up waste comprises of a stopper connected
by levers to a control knob on the tap. When the
knob is pushed down the stopper is lifted to allow
water to drain away. When the knob is pulled up
the stopper seals the plug hole.
PVC: Acronym for Polyvinyl-Chloride. Usually
refers to a rigid white plastic pipe made of this
material, used for bathroom drain, waste and vent
pipes.
Quarter Turn Taps: Taps which can be turned fully
on or off by turning the handle through just
90 degrees. Ceramic discs inside the tap allow
extreme controllability of water flow rate, provide
a smooth, quiet action and great resistance to
wear.
Reducer: A fitting that allows pipes of different
sizes to be joined together.
Relief Valve: A valve that opens to relieve excess
temperature and/or pressure in the system.
Scale: A thin coating or layer, usually of calcium,
on the bottom of a tank or interior parts that may
prevent heat transfer.
Sediment: The substance that settles at the
bottom of a water tank.
Shower Arm: A component which supports a
shower head and connects it to the water supply.
Shower Hose: A flexible pipe that connects the
shower head and the shower control.
Shower Mixer: A shower that mixes hot and cold
water and supplies it together to achieve the
required temperature.
Shower Outlet: A fixture which allows water to be
emitted in the form of jets or water droplets.
Single Lever: Taps which incorporate the opening,
closing and mixing of hot and cold water with one
lever. Move the lever up to open the tap and down

to close. To alter the water temperature, the lever
is moved from left to right or vice versa.
Slide Rail: A vertical rail to allow height
adjustment of a shower head.
Soft Water: Water that has been treated so that it
has low mineral content.
Stop Cock: A simple, hand operated tap that turns
the water flow off and on.
Tap: Tap is synonymous with tap. Tap also refers
to the divergence of water from one fitting to
another.
Tall Boy: A single lever basin mixer with a higher
spout. Used for countertop basins where the tap
is not installed directly on the ceramics, but on
the vanity (or a separate shelf). The shaft must
be longer for the water to flow into the basin at a
comfortable distance, and it is significantly higher
than the rim of the basin.
Thermostatic: Mixer taps that automatically
maintain a constant temperature irrespective
of the variations in the water pressure and the
temperature of the hot and cold water supply.
They have a cartridge or thermostatic element, a
control for selecting the temperature and feature
a safety stop that prevents scalding.
Thermostatic Bath & Shower Mixer: Gives precise
and regulated control of the water temperature
as well as flow. Sudden temperature changes
are prevented, making the bath and shower
experience consistent and enjoyable at all times.
Three Hole Mixer Tap: A tap fixture with separate
hot and cold water handles to blend water
through a third central spout.
Three-Handle: Three-handle taps also use
separate handles for hot and cold water, but have
an additional handle to divert the water from bath
spout to shower head.
Trap: A curved section of drain that traps a small
portion of water to prevent sewer gases from
escaping into the bathroom. “P” traps and “S”
traps are the types of traps most co mmonly
found in bathrooms.
Two-Handle: Two-handle taps feature separate
handles to control hot and cold water
temperature.
Urinal: A plumbing fixture only for receiving
liquid body waste (urine) which is then conveyed
through a trap seal into a gravity drainage system.
Vacuum Breaker: A device that prevents the
backward flow of contaminated water into clean
water supply.
Valve: A device that regulates the flow, water
temperature and/or volume of water.
Wall Bracket/Handset Holder: A device for holding
a shower handset at a fixed height position such
that the hands of the user are free. It also allows
angular movement which enables the water spray
trajectory
to be adjusted.
Wall Hung: The toilet cistern is in-wall, behind a
wall or inside bathroom furniture and the pan
protrudes from the wall, above the floor. Basins
and bidets can also be wall hung. The height can
be fixed to suit the comfort of users.
Wall Mount Tap: Used with washbasins or baths
which have no tap holes. The handle and spout
protrude from the wall above the basin or bath
and the pipework is hidden behind the wall.
Wall Mixture: Exposed wall mounted mixer that
can divert water to either the spout or the shower
head.
Wall Mixture Non-Telephonic: Exposed wall
mounted mixer that can deliver water through
spout only.
Wall Mixture 3-in-1: Exposed wall mounted mixer
that can divert water to three different outputsspout, overhead shower and hand shower.
WC: A plumbing fixture that has a receptacle
with water to receive liquid and solid body waste.
Upon actuation (flushing), it discharges the waste
through a trapway into a gravity drainage system.

"Jaquar reserves the right to change any product specification at its own discretion,
where improvement can be effected in design, development and dimensions. Although
the information shown in this catalogue is updated to the extent possible, it is
advised to consult our local representative for latest technical and other updates."

Note: Colours & sizes of
product images shown
in the Catalogue may
vary in reality

INFORMATION & MAINTENANCE
All Prices included in this catalogue either include VAT or the
applicable sales tax of the country in which the product is
being sold.
CE & EN Information
The CE marking on The Company’s products is a declaration that the product
complies with the essential requirements of the relevant European health, safety
and environmental protection legislation. The CE marking on a product indicates to
government officials that the product may be legally placed on the market in their
country. This ensures the free movement of the product within EFTA and European
Union single market and permits the withdrawal of the non conforming products by
customs and enforcement authorities.
The European Union’s “new approach directives” are mandatory on all member
countries to enact through national legislation. This legislation requires
manufacturers to display a CE marking on their product, packaging and
accompanying literature. Where a new approach directive is in force, it is (with few
exceptions) an offence to place a product on the market without a CE marking.

Deliveries
All orders of £250 or more include free delivery. A £20 carriage charge will added to
orders of less than £250. Deliveries should be inspected immediately after receipt;
any discrepancies should be notified within 5 days, notifications received after this
period will not be accepted. Goods supplied are subject to carriage charge *ask The
Company for details*. Lead time direct to a reseller is up to 5 working days. 24 Hour
Delivery is available subject to a carriage charge. Home delivery is also available
subject to a carriage charge. All goods must be signed for by the customer.
Deliveries should be inspected immediately after receipt; any discrepancies should
be notified within 5 days, notifications received after this period will not be accepted.
Goods supplied are subject to carriage charge *ask The Company for details*. Lead
time direct to a reseller is up to 5 working days. 24 Hour Delivery is available subject
to a carriage charge. Home delivery is also available subject to a carriage charge. All
goods must be signed for by the customer.

Cleaning
•	It is important to clean your product after every use. Wipe down all the glass
and metal parts with a soft cloth.
• Do not allow limescale to build up in hard water areas.
•	Ensure that any residual water on the product is removed after every use.
• Clean the product regularly using soapy water.
• Do not use abrasive products on any surfaces.
• Install enclosures in a well ventilated area.
Always read the instructions on the packaging; bathroom products are vulnerable
to acid attack and some strong household cleaners including strong disinfectants,
denture cleaners, hair dyes, wine making chemicals and photographic chemicals
may contain acid. These materials may have a varying effect on the surface from
black spots/streaks (which cannot be removed) to pitting the surface. Contact with
these materials should be avoided.
Never use steel wool, scouring pads, acid, alkali, vinegar or abrasives on your
product. Any stubborn dirt should be wiped off carefully with a non-abrasive cloth,
be careful not to scratch the product.

Shower Enclosure Adjustment
This is the min and max adjustment of the actual enclosure. These are the
adjustment dimensions of the actual door excluding the tray. Therefore, these are
the dimensions to follow when installing an enclosure in a wetroom application
without a tray.
The guide below may be helpful in taking measurements to determine the
shower door or enclosure size required. Dimensions given in this publication are in
millimetres, are approximate and may vary with adjustment. They are subject to
change without notice.
Please note that when a tray is fitted it is essential that the tray is level before
any doors or enclosures are fitted. Uneven trays may lead to leakages and would
invalidate our guarantee.

Bath Screen Information
Bath screens are not designed to fit on baths with stepped fronts, roll top rims or
integral soap dishes. Fitting of screen on baths which have a raised headrest or
shape is not recommended. Screen must not be impaired by bath handles. Bath
screens are not designed to fit on baths with stepped fronts, roll top rims or integral
soap dishes. Fitting of screen on baths which have raised headrests or shapes is not
recommended. There must be no items causing obstruction with the seal and bath,
as any of the above may cause leaks.
When choosing your bath screen, please ensure that if your bath has bath handles,
they do not interfere with the bath rim area where your screen will be placed. When
choosing an in-swing or folding bath screen, please ensure your swing area is not
interfering with any brassware or internal shower features. Similarly, when choosing
an out-swing, please ensure the out-swing area is free from any obstructions.

Important Shower Tray Information
Although shower door and enclosure sizes are related to tray sizes it is important to
note that most shower trays are tiled down to the rim, often over an ‘up-stand’. The
finished installation space may be less than the nominal tray size. Shower units are
made to suit this remaining space.

Tray Finish
To find the correct tray finish dimension:
In a recess: Measure from the finished, tiled wall to the opposite finished, tiled wall.
In a corner: Measure from the finished, tiled wall to the edge of the tray. Note: If the
wall/walls are leaning in, this will further reduce your tray finish. Please ensure that
the size of shower tray is as per your order before installation. You must inspect the
product thoroughly before installation. Fitting the product is acceptance of quality.
Tray heights may vary due to manufacturing tolerances. Where your shower tray is
not fully enclosed please ensure that your panel is at least ¾ of the length of your
tray size. Please ensure that the shower head is not positioned over the waste as
this may restrict flow rate.

Returns
No return of goods will be accepted by The Company without prior authorization
and compliance with our returns procedure. In the event that the customer returns
any goods which are not defective, such goods will be accepted by The Company
only if they are returned to The Company in an undamaged resalable condition
which requires that the goods are unused and contained within their original
unopened and undamaged packaging.
After The Company has inspected the goods, The Company reasonably considers
that the goods are in a condition which is no worse than the condition in which the
goods were delivered to the customer; and the customer has returned the relevant
goods to The Company within 5 days of the delivery date.
In the event that the Customer wishes to return non-defective goods to The
Company following the expiry of the 5 day period, The Company will have absolute
sole discretion as to whether it shall offer a refund to the customer in respect of
such goods.
In relation to any returns made for non-defective goods. The Company will deduct a
25% fee in the first instance; however, we reserve the right to deduct up to 40% of
the price paid as a discretionary restocking fee plus the cost of carriage. This is in
order to cover The Company’s administration and restocking costs.
The Company will not accept any return of (or issue any refund or credit in respect
of) non-faulty goods more than 5 days following the delivery date. (If a return of
non-defective goods has been agreed by The Company, it is up to the Customer
to transport these goods back to the Company’s premises at their own cost. The
company may arrange transport on your behalf, however, charges will apply and
shall be deducted from any monies owed in respect of the return).

General
All products are supplied complete with full installation instructions and the
necessary fixings. Product descriptions do not imply the use of precious or valuable
materials. Glass shattering and parts subject to wear (e.g. cartridges) are not covered
by the 10 year guarantee.
Trays shown in this catalogue are for illustrative purposes only. The positioning of
all showering heads in the brochure is for illustrative purposes only.
All descriptions, specifications and particulars contained in this brochure are
intended merely to represent a general idea of the products described herein and
none of these form part of any contract to give rise to any independent or collateral
liability upon the Company. Prices were correct at time of print. V.A.T. is calculated
based on the country in which the goods are sold. Due to circumstances beyond our
control, prices may be altered including changes to the rate of V.A.T.
Due to our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to amend prices,
specifications and designs without prior notice. Images are for illustrated purposes
only. The colours and finishes shown in the catalogue are as accurate as possible
within the limits of the printing process.

Liability
In the event of any breach of The Company’s obligations the remedies of the customer
will be limited through damages. Except as set out in these conditions, all warranties,
conditions and other terms implied by law (whether by statute, common law or
otherwise), are to the fullest extent permitted by the law, excluded from the contract.
The Company’s maximum aggregate liability arising out of or in connection with a
contract, whether in a contract, tort, misrepresentation under statute or otherwise,
howsoever caused including any liability under an indemnity contained in the
contract and/or arising from a breach of, or a failure to perform or defect or delay in
performance of, any of The Company’s obligations under the contract and/or any
defect in any of the goods supplied under the contract and/or any use made or resale
of any such goods by the customer or of any product incorporating any of such
goods shall be limited to the aggregate price paid or payable under the contract.
The Company shall not have any liability to the customer for any loss of profit
(direct or indirect); loss of revenue, loss of production or loss of business (in each
case whether direct or indirect); loss of goodwill, loss of reputation or loss of
opportunity (in each case whether direct or indirect); loss of anticipated saving
or loss of margin (whether direct or indirect); liability of the customer to third
parties (whether direct or indirect); consequential or special loss; arising out of or in
connection with the contract, whether in contact, tort, misrepresentation under the
statute or otherwise, howsoever caused including by negligence and/or arising from
a breach of, or a failure to perform or detect or delay in performance of, any of The
Company’s obligations under the contract.
Nothing in the contract shall operate to exclude or restrict The Company’s liability
(if any) to the customer for breach of its obligations arising under section 12 of the
sales of good act 1979; for breach of its obligations arising under section 2 of the
supply of goods and services act 1982; for death or personal injury resulting from its
negligence; for its fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation; or for any matter for which
it is not permitted by the law to exclude or limit, or to attempt to exclude or limit, or
to attempt to exclude or limit, its liability.

Tray Finish Min - Max
The tray finish applies when fitting a door and a tray. These are the minimum and
maximum dimensions that a shower door or enclosure will fit using standard wall
profiles.
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Jaquar Online
Explore Jaquar’s wide range of Complete Bathroom Solutions on your screens, anytime at
www.jaquar.com and get the showroom experience right in the comfort of your home.

• Download Technical Drawings with Speciﬁcations, Product Images and CAD Drawings
• See 3-Dimensional view of products
• Find the Dealer/Retailer nearest to your location
• Download Brochures of Jaquar’s latest products and ﬁnd the ones that ﬁt your style
• Subscribe to Jaquar Emails and be the ﬁrst to learn about our new launches
• Connect with us on our Social Media Pages

You could also connect with Jaquar across Social Media.
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